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Examination Table EOS E01 (New)

New,
Made in Poland,
It has a stable steel construction coated with powder paint,
Standard features include a two-section plywood sleep surface with a face hole and a plug in the bolster,
Table height adjustment is by means of an electric actuator operated by a hand-held remote control,
Basic option - manual remote control - free of charge,
Convertible option - selection of foot remote control (no hand control) - for extra charge,
Complete option - manual remote control + foot remote control - at extra charge,
A fully bearing-mounted height adjustment mechanism is used,
Individual parts of the table top are regulated by gas springs,
There is a free option to order upholstery in the colour of your choice, except for "PRESTIGE" colours which are available at an extra charge,
Table features and benefits
Gas spring from German company BANSBACH,
Electric actuator by a German company DEWERT,
Upholstery of very good quality,
5 cm thick foam,
Steel ball bearings were used in the movable parts of the table, which makes the table very reliable,
Frame elements made of the best Polish steel,
As additional options are available (for an extra charge):
Armrests,
Side shelves,
Hanger for the underlay,
Castor system,
Foot remote control (instead of manual remote control),
Control from the frame,
Euro rails (40cm),
Side rails,
Knee bolsters,
Injection support,
Technical parameters:
Length 200cm,
Width 65/70/80 cm,
Height 48 - 100 cm,
Headrest angle adjustment -700 to 400,
Weight 88 kg,
Maximum load 160 kg,
It has a current Technical Passport,
Warranty on structure 24 months,
Warranty on hydraulic accessories 12 months
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us!
In case you don’t find the product you are interested in, please get in touch with us and we will do our best to find the perfect solution for YOU.
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